
Establishing White Fir Schedules
By Herb Dennis, Spangler Lumber Company, Bly, Oregon

Mr. Chairman, fellow operators:
Paul has asked me to tell of my experiences in setting up a schedule to dry white fir,

of which we have a considerable amount.
To start with, I went into these particular kilns completely cold, I'd been away from

any type of kilns for over five years and these hadn't been run for over two.
I had gone to Carl Raupach for a starting schedule of Ponderosa pine, as he had

operated kilns in the same vicinity previously; white fir to my mind was something to be
piled in the yard and forgotten until there was nothing else to ship, then taken out and
shipped.

However, at times I would put in a crib or two to keep the kilns full, as our volume of
white fir ran to 40% of the total cut. The results of this mixing with pine were never
entirely satisfactory as you will imagine.

Then it developed that we had sold several million feet of white fir to the government
and we didn't have it in the yard. It had to be dried in quantity with as much quality as
possible.

We wrote to Western Pine for a schedule and the best they could send us was a schedule
for drying coast hemlock, This I tried and results were too slow for the volume necessary.
I asked at Dry Kiln Club meetings and everyone looked blank, until I met Heber Radcliff,
He gave me a schedule which required higher faster heats than I could usually .obtain with
my equipment; also it wasn't as fast as I thought it should be,

Now I had three different approaches to try, none entirely satisfactory for my equip-
ment, so IWent to work and tried a few theories I had developed from the others. You are
asking by now, how did I check these theories? While drying the charge was set up with
test sticks from which to take samples. At first, we used lots of boring samples, but
found that in a water cored piece, you could get a completely dry or a completely wet core,
which gave a wide answer, so we reverted to the old cut sample of a cross section of the
piece, The schedule I finally came up with doesn't always allow me to say 72 hours or
80 hours and pull it, but will be reascnably close so that I can tell from my control instru-
ments, how close to dry it is.

Our logs came from so many different sources that any given charge may have checked
logs, long time pond logs, and two or three logging operations in them.

This schedule has to take advantage of the 5 or 7% of wet allowable in a drying charge
because capacity and sorting facilities of the green chain do not allow the best drying assort-
ments,



Finally while attending the annual meeting at Redding, I was talking to another old time
operator. He said that he liked if possible, to keep his kiln temperatures 2 or 3 degrees
ahead of his lumber at about the fibre saturation point, which he thought speeded drying
and helped his grade. This I tried to apply to the schedule I had, and the results in-
dicated a speed-up of 8 to 12 hours on white fir. I have so far been unable to check this
on pine, as most of my pine goes through progressively.

The white fir schedule was worked out for a fryer with two tracks and 50M capacity.
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